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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

It all started with one slogan “Farmers first”. In February, 2006 a new social enterprise, One                

Acre Fund decides to launch in Bungoma, Kenya. Starting with 36 farmers, 4 staffs, and a                

budget of $28,000; the organization today serves more than 305 thousand families, with more              

than 3000 staffs, and a budget of about $50 million. With this achievement, One Acre Fund is                 

recognized by the World Finance as Africa largest network of small farmers and among the               

fastest growing social enterprise of the 21st century . 1

In this research, I will begin with a brief organizational overview of One Acre Fund during their                 

first step while highlighting the different factors that empower their individual strategies thus             

contributing to the position they occupy today in East Africa. I will follow with One Acre Fund                 

social and financial analysis from 2006 to 2015. With the goal to fully understand the strategic                

direction of the organization, I will compare and evaluate the different metrics used during its               

operating activities. This in depth evaluation will give an extended visualization of the             

organization strategic alignment as well as the holes that might not be directly visible. 

1 Fronda, Aaran. "One Acre Fund Empowers Africa’s Farmers." One Acre Fund 
Empowers Africa’s Farmers . Worldfinance, Web. 
<http://www.worldfinance.com/wealth-management/one-acre-fund-empowers-africas-farmers>. 
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The next part of the research will focus on the organizational structure of Farm Africa, One Acre                 

Fund competitor. This approach will serve as a way to underline the different advantages of               

Farm Africa’s organizational strategy and how One Acre Fund can remodel their strategic             

alignment using that approach.  

Lastly, I will offer a critical perspective of One Acre Fund strategic direction. I believe the                

organization should consider a new approach if it truly wants to impact small farmer in East                

Africa in the long term despite its successful beginning. This means that several changes are               

needed; changes that are inspired by the competition strategic alignment as well as something              

unique that truly capture the future direction of social enterprise in a region like Eastern Africa.                

In order to maintain such position in East Africa and expand across Africa and Less               

Economically Developed Nations in general, I believe One Acre Fund will need to pay a close                

attention to the different set of cultural factors driving the type of information circulating within               

communities as well as the whys small farmers value a given decision over another. That is why                 

understanding small farmers and each community at a personal level could well be the gateway               

to unleash the full potential of One Acre Fund. On this note, looking into the concept of social                  

network analysis will be a huge step forward for the organization. Understanding the social              

network of a given small farmer and a given community brings many answers to the table when                 

talking about long term strategic alignment . 

I believe that looking into both the organizational structure and the concept of social network               

analysis can help the organization to innovate, stay relevant, and be productive while             

maximizing the ability of the farmers, families and communities they serve to be as well               

innovative and productive in the future. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The birth of the organization started with one man; Andrew Youn. During his MBA              

studies at Kellogg school of management in 2005, Andrew visited western Kenya with the goal               

to have a better understanding of rural subsistence farming system. During his stay, he              

interviewed small farmers about their quality of life and the way they grow their crops. He                

realized that there was a food disparity between neighborhoods. One family will be food secure,               

while their neighbors with the same agricultural condition will be struggling to feed their family.               

That seems odd to him, therefore he decided to deepen his research and find out why that was                  

happening. He found out that the issue was not limited to just Kenya. He realized that 70% of                  

the world's poor are farmers and the biggest constraint they face in improving their own harvest                

and their standard of living is the access to capital. The right amount of capital for small farmers                  

was crucial for them to get better tools, seeds and techniques for their plot of land. So if one                   

family has access to such capital from a son or a daughter that is working in urban areas; that                   

will eventually lead to an increase in harvest and make the family food secure. On the contrary,                 

the neighbor without such connection will eventually face food and financial insecurity            

continuously. At the end of his research, he eventually returns to Kellogg and started working               

on a business model using the results he collected from the research.  

With memories of the hard work of mothers carrying their babies strapped to their backs               

with hand hoes in their hands working in the farm and having to struggle to feed their family                  

every year, he decided develop a strategy that will address the social imbalance in Kenya and                

beyond. He designed a business plan with the information collected in Kenya using a market               
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based approach strategy. The goal was to implement a productive farming technique that will              

help small farmers in Kenya to generate enough food to feed themselves and to generate an                

extra income from the surplus of crops generated by selling them on the local market.  

 

CAPTURING THE SUCCESSFUL STARTING POINT OF THE ORGANIZATION 

 

In February 2006, for the first time One Acre Fund launched in Bungoma, Kenya. Its               

initial strategy and resources allowed them to serve 36 local farmers. The main idea was to                

provide farmers with agricultural training and asset based financing in order to fight against              

hunger and poverty in the rural area of Bungoma. This support to the farmers was in form of                  

small loan. Each loan took into account: the distribution of seeds and fertilizers, training, and               

market facilitation. In order to receive such loan, farmers were to join a village group supervised                

by a local One Acre field Officer. The job of the field officer was to meet regularly with the                   

farmers, coordinate the delivery of farm inputs, administer training and collect repayment. Due             

to the unpredictability that could arise during the year, farmers had the opportunity to payback               

their loans at any time during the growing season, and could as well purchase others products                

(solar lights) and services from One Acre Fund on credits. 

After implementing One Acre Fund in February, the organization won the social            

entrepreneurship track of the Yale $50,000 business plan competition, as well as the             

E-challenge of the Business association of Stanford Entrepreneurial Students (BASES) in April            

2006. In May 2006, One Acre Fund won both the Echoing Green Grant and the Skoll social                 

enterprise grant. These two organizations were particularly captivated by the social change            

component of the organization, therefore provided them with seed money and strategic support             

to help them expand. In January 2007, the organization won the Draper Richards Kaplan grant.               

This grant gave them an opportunity to receive $100,000 per year over three years; and was                

meant to help the organization in its early stage. In addition to that, in June 2007, One Acre                  

Fund won the Mulago Social Investment Grant of $100,000 and the same grant increased to               

$200,000 in 2008 ; which was a recognition of One Acre Fund as the best high-impact and                 

scalable social enterprise solutions in the developing world. In the following year, 2009, the              
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organization was awarded the Pershing Square Fund. This fund which was the first permanent              

fund the organization received provided the initial capital that One Acre Fund use to make               

loans to smallholders farmers. His primary function was to give it to farmers as a loan, and then                  

the same farmers, by paying back will allow the organization to give it to more farmers                

permanently. As for 2009, the Pershing Square fund commitment was $0.5 million; in 2010 it               

increased to $1 million, $5 million in 2011, and $4 million in 2014. This has allowed the                 

organization to expand in Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi and Tanzania. Moreover, Whole Planet            

committed $3 million to One Acre Fund. In the same year, April 2010, the organization won the                 

prestigious Skoll award which included $765,000 awarded over three years. 

In 2012 and onward, One Acre Fund receives funding commitments of $4.7 million from              

the BARR foundation; $11.6 million from the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation; $10 million from               

the MasterCard Foundation; $6.4 million from the USAID; $340,000 from the Swedish Postcode             

Lottery, and $100,000 from John Deere Foundation. Today the organization has secured about             

$50 million of funding, after ten years of its creation. In addition to that One Acre Fund has been                   

featured on National Geography, Forbes, PBS, The New York Times, among the top 100 NGO               

list in the Global Journal, the Guardian, the Financial Times, and Fast company. 

Where does the answer of One Acre Fund growing investment support and geographical             

expansion lie?  

 

ONE ACRE FUND SERVICE BUNDLE MODEL 

 

Andrew Youn, by repetitively underlining that the farmer comes and should always come             

first in the organization vision made it possible to design a model that aims to fully satisfy small                  

farmers. To design and execute such model, it was imperative to understand the lives of small                

farmers and East African social and cultural factors. Everything was based on the idea that               

small farmers are the answer in reducing hunger in Sub-Saharan Africa. Based on this logic,               

One Acre dedicated itself to fully support small farmers in achieving such goal by delivering the                

inputs (service loan) directly at the doorstep of the farmers, train them and help them to optimize                 

the sale of their harvest. The service loan that is been delivered to the farmers in form of inputs                   
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is provided together in one service bundle (figure 1). Each component of the service is               

connected to the other to enable the farmer to have a better productivity and an increase in                 

financial income. 

 

Figure 1: One Acre Fund Service Bundle Model 
 

Financing  
It is offered in the form of high quality seeds and fertilizers on credit cycle that matches                 

the harvest cycle. Farmers, after receiving the seeds and fertilizers will pay back little by little                

throughout the year until the full loan is due. This allows farmers to pay at a space that works for                    

them since their personal income is not steady. 

 

Distribution 

One Acre Fund distributes the inputs within two kilometers of the farmer's home. Some              

farmers, living in critical geographical areas; are alleviated from such burden which allow them              

to effectively utilize their inputs. 

 

Training 

Training is a very crucial component to the model. The farmers, to effectively use their               

inputs and increase their harvest, they have to attend a weekly meeting with a One Acre Fund                 

training officer in order to be knowledgeable on the best practices that will lead to the                

maximization of their output. As for the training, each farmer has a very close relationship with                

the training officer to ensure that everything they are buying is being used to the fullest potential. 

 

Market Facilitation 
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With the improve harvest that farmers seek, One Acre Fund trains on proper storage              

technique and provide farmers with the information to when market prices would be at the               

highest. This allows the farmers to take advantage of both the increase harvest amount and the                

highest selling prices to optimize their profits. 

 

 

ONE ACRE FUND - MISSION, VISION, PURPOSE AND CORE VALUES 

 

One Acre Fund has no mission statement. However, they chose to define their activities              

through their vision statement which stipulate that : “By 2020, we will serve at least 1 million                 

farm families - with more than 5 million people living in those families. And our farmers will                 

produce enough surplus food to feed another 5 million of their neighbors” (“One Acre Fund               

Vision”, 2016). Along its purpose that states: “ We serve smallholder farmers. In everything we               

do, we place the farmer first. We measure success in our ability to make more farmers more                 

prosperous. We envision a future in which every farm family has the knowledge and means to                

achieve big harvest, support healthy families, and cultivate rich soil.” (“One Acre Fund             

Purpose”,2016). In addition to its core values : Humble services, hard work, continual growth,              

families of leaders, dreaming big, and integrity (“One Acre Fund Values”, 2016) we can truly               

understand why the organization has gained a huge popularity over the years. By being              

inclusive and building bridges between local entities and local communities in east Africa while              

putting the small farmers at the heart of all their operations, they have gain the trust of their                  

employees, the farmers, their donors and investors, and local and national authorities. Overall,             

such approach has set the tone for a very strong strategy and a clear intent to achieve its long                   

term goal.  
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UNDERSTANDING ONE ACRE FUND AS A SOCIAL ENTERPRISE NOT AS A NON FOR             

PROFIT ORGANIZATION; AND WHY SUCH DISTINCTION IS IMPORTANT WITHIN AN          

AFRICAN CONTEXT. 

 

Understanding the position of One Acre Fund in East Africa requires a deep             

understanding of the region and the lives of small farmers. At the forefront of its strategy just like                  

many others international organizations, One Acre fund focused on research projects to both             

understand and improve the lives of small farmers. Its goals are oriented toward intensifying              

food productivity in East Africa rural communities by increasing the productivity system of the              

whole region. Focusing primarily on natural resource management such as soil fertility, water             

irrigation system and seed selection, they have developed a great understanding of farming in              

East Africa. Aside from the functional aspect of the organization, One Acre Fund has truly               

succeeded in working hand in hand with every small farmers and local population in the               

operational aspect of its social business. Such success is mostly due to the relationship they               

have built with small farmers and letting them know that they are the “patrons”. However, such                

success is mostly due to an approach that totally differs from that of Not for profit organization in                  

Africa, what is usually refer to as NPOs (Nonprofit Organizations). For a matter of simplification,               

I will use NPOs. My remarks about NPOs here is solely and exclusively within an African                

context.  

One Acre Fund, to avoid some surprising unintended consequences, dedicated itself in             

understanding the intangible and tangible factors within East Africa and Africa as a whole.              

Knowing the common perception of social organizations in Africa and particularly in East Africa,              

they promoted a strategy that will include local people and any other supporters from around the                

world within their organizational. Three words can sum up their approach when it comes to               

reaching out and being entirely inclusif: transparency, humility and hard work. Therefore one             

may ask: How is this different from the functional and operational approach used by NPOs in                

Africa, particularly in East Africa?  
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Controversies associated with NPOs in Africa 

NPOs in Africa or notably those with considerate budget usually run their            

activities under a common slogan “Alleviating poverty in Africa”. For decades and till today, their               

footprints is felt across the continents within many African communities.Those footprints are            

present in the social, economic, political and cultural constructs of many countries.  

“Snakes in Paradise: NGO and the AID industry in Africa” written by Hans Holmen, professor in                

social and economic geography at the University of Linkoping , does a great job in explaining               
2

the problematic of NGOs. The critics and failure of NPOs in Sub Saharan Africa have been                

attributed to a number of factors:  

- The “we know best” concept which has shut down local governments and communities             

from fully participating and bringing forward their opinions on the different development            

strategies implemented within their communities; whereby eliminating any possible trust          

between the two entities after the failure of the project.  

- During their activities many NPOs have the preconceived belief that they are doing             

something great and right for the African continent. Instead, their works have created a              

milieu for a NPOs manager self-development, thus excluding the local people from such             

opportunity. The African misery within this context is presented as an opportunity for             

managers to unleash their leadership potential. Sadly, this approach while solving           

temporary problems within rural communities in Africa and ensuring the long term            

training of manager does not do any good for those African communities in the long               

term.  

 

In general, the problematics with NPOs are both the assumption that they hold the              

answer for human emancipation African communities, and the absence or the minor            

involvement of local communities in the process of African community development projects. In             

this regards, it is very important to rethink the strategic alignment of NPOs when it comes to                 

2 Holmén, Hans. Snakes in Paradise: NGOs and the Aid Industry in Africa . Sterling, VA:               
Kumarian, 2010. Print. 
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community development in Africa as a whole when attempting to eradicate extreme poverty or              

poverty in general.  

At the beginning of the twenty first century, the global society started witnessing the full               

evolvement of local community members through community development projects in many part            

of Africa. Behind such change, one could not ignore the social force of social entrepreneurship               

in the eradication of poverty. Today, understanding such force goes hand in hand in              

understanding the motive of social entrepreneurs (leaders of the social enterprises). 

 

How do social entrepreneurial activities differentiate themselves from NPOs         

activities? 

Gregory Dees, one of the first pioneers to contribute to the understanding of social              

entrepreneurship defined the term pretty well: “Social entrepreneurs play the role of change             

agents in the social sector, by: adopting a mission to create and sustain social value (not just                 

private value); recognizing and relentlessly pursuing new opportunities to serve that mission;            

engaging in a process of continuous innovation, adaptation, and learning; acting boldly without             

being limited by resources currently in hand, and exhibiting heightened accountability to the             

constituencies served and for the outcomes created.” The term social entrepreneurship was            
3

popularly noticed in the 1983 when Muhammad Yunus introduced the idea of microcredit loans              

to the poor with the believe that they are trustworthy and have under-utilized skills which if put                 

at use will be beneficial to the society as a whole. By starting with as little as $27 Professor                   

Yunus gave small loans to a small sample of the population because he believed in their                

abilities to seize social opportunities . He had a personal obsession, a passion and a              
4

determination to eradicate poverty in Bangladesh. He strongly believes in his ability and the              

ability of the poor. He felt out of the conventional norm. He saw a problem and at a personal                   

3 Dees, Gregory. "The Meaning of "Social Entrepreneurship"" N.p., 31 Oct. 1998. Web.             
<https://entrepreneurship.duke.edu/news-item/the-meaning-of-social-entrepreneurship/>. 

4 Esty, Katharine. "Lessons from Muhammad Yunus and the Grameen Bank." OD 
PRACTITIONER  43.1 (2011): 24-28. Web. 
<http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.odnetwork.org/resource/resmgr/364.pdf>.  
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level, started solving it. He went out to found the Grameen Bank, which has helped to lift                 

millions of people out of poverty in Bangladesh and beyond and became the initial model for                

microcredit in the world. That is why Seymour Richard after assessing countless research on              

social entrepreneurial activities agreed that social entrepreneurship is associated with doing           

new things differently . In addition to him, John Elkington in “the Power of Unreasonable People:               
5

How Social Entrepreneurs Create Markets That Change the World” , share a strong belief that              
6

social entrepreneurs strive to address significant social and environmental problems by thinking            

about solutions that can be replicated, can be scaled and have a big chance in addressing                

global issues. He describes social entrepreneurs as unreasonable because they are widely            

ambitious; they have a transformative nature and aim to change the system and how it               

functions. A great example is Wangari Maathai, 2004 Nobel peace prize winner whose drive to               

fight against environmental degradation led her to implement “The Billion Tree Campaign” . As             
7

today, the organization planted more than twelve billions trees in various part of the world.  

 

 

 

 

How does One Acre Fund operate as a social enterprise? Andrew Youn as a great               

example of a social entrepreneur.  

Without any doubt, Andrew Youn, founder of One Acre fund fits the description of a               

social entrepreneur very well. When we look at our centuries and the hopes that followed the                

implementation of the millennium development goals, it is clear that we are living in a time                

5 Seymour, Richard G. Handbook of Research Methods on Social Entrepreneurship .           
Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar, 2012. Print. 

6 Elkington, John, and Pamela Hartigan. The Power of Unreasonable People: How Social             
Entrepreneurs Create Markets That Change the World . Boston, MA: Harvard Business School,            
2008. Print. 

7 Steiner, Achim. Plant for the Planet: The Billion Tree Campaign: An Album . Nairobi,              
Kenya: UNEP, 2008. United Nation Environmental Program. Web.  
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where innovating through new effective and efficient social ventures with strategic vision is             

crucial in promoting sustainable development and peace around the world. When looking at             

Andrew Youn, he was able to recognize the challenges of smallholders farmers in East Africa,               

as well as the opportunities for change. By focusing on a unique strategy inspired from a                

common model (micro-credit), he was able to bring the local people within the solution of their                

own issues. He understood the social dynamic, why small farmers struggle to feed themselves,              

their sufferings, their hopes and the resources if at their disposal will effectively help them to                

escape the vicious cycle of poverty, thus empowering them for life. With a strong believe in the                 

capacity of small farmers in changing their own destiny with their support, it is of no surprise that                  

One Acre Fund ultimate goal is to reach a million farmers by 2020, after 14 years of existence.                  

This is possible because the organization understands the core problem, and how to go about in                

solving it. Since its creation in 2006 One Acre Fund worked with small farmers, communities               

and other entities to achieve that goal. Just like the Grameen Bank, or The billion tree                

campaign, One Acre Fund understands the real need of smallholder farmers in East Africa and               

knows that a paradigm shift is required if they truly want to empower communities in East Africa                 

in the long term. So far, the organization is creating social value in the lives of small farmers                  

while enhancing the productive capacity of their business which ultimately will enable them to              

create even more social values in the lives of many more smallholder farmers. Now, how does                

One Acre Fund’s 10 years performance record look like, and what does that mean?  

 

 

 

 

UNDERSTANDING ONE ACRE FUND SOCIAL IMPACT THROUGH DATA ASSESSMENT: 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FROM 2006 TO 2015 

 

The birth of One Acre Fund can be enumerated through the story of an incredible and                

dedicated young mother in Bungoma, Kenya. Emily Wafula, who was a 22 year old mother               
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farmer at the time gave birth to her first child at the same moment One Acre Fund started. All                   

she could rely on to assure the wellbeing of her child and her family was One Acre of land.                   

However, with the assistance of the Organization when it first started, Emily Wafula had the               

largest productivity of her life, thus ensuring that her baby, Gladys wafula, had a greater chance                

of having a better future. From this story of hope, the impact of One Acre Fund in changing not                   

only the lives of small farmers, but that of children became an ultimate motivation and a goal to                  

be achieved. In doing so, they prioritized transparency, hard work and humility over all the               

organization activities. As a tiny little being, just like Emily Wafula’s child yet to grow, One Acre                 

Fund recognize the bright future it will achieve with the assistance of donors, investors and               

supporters. Through their continual six month performance reports they showed through the use             

of multiple metrics the frank work they are continuously doing.  

Before having a glance at the parcours of One Acre Fund, let’s have a look at the key                  

values  that drives the business model of the organization:  
8

- Doesn’t give handouts - They empower permanent life-change, for they believe           

that lasting change must rely on the poor themselves. 

- Provides a solution that is realistic for the extreme poor - Their solution             

includes tools, training, and market access. Such approach makes it realistic for            

someone starting  from nothing  to grow his/her income through time. 

- Must dream big – They believe that limitless human need demands an            

ambitious response. By recognizing that 80% of the extreme poor in the world             

are farmers, and they use aggressive scaling to push and motivate both            

themselves and the farmers. 

- Must remain 100% accountable - For both their biggest donors and the many              

children and families, One Acre Fund publish results that are good and bad. This              

shows their dedication in improving the lives of children, and recognizing that if             

they aren’t doing so, they are failing , and must change the way they operate.  

Starting their activities, One Acre Fund had many goals in mind, such as: 

8 Fund, One Acre. "One Acre Fund First Performance Report." One Acre Fund 6 Month               
Interim Performance Report  (2006): 2. Oct. 2006. Web.  
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● Reaching 25,000 children by 2010, however they expected to triple that number. As well              

they envisioned reaching 125,000 children by 2012, and 3.6 million by 2021.  

● Improvement in child health within one year. 

● Expand to high value crops in the coming years. 

● Increase farmer repayments (sustainability) to cover 100% of program costs by 2011.  

 

Acting as a market consolidator and knowing the need of the many smallholder farmers              

in East Africa, particularly in Kenya, the organization had a clear vision for the future. To                

understand and achieve such goals, they recognized the power of their partners in trusting and               

investing in them. Along the line of showing their performance through their reports, they clearly               

highlighted how and when their goals will be implemented (diagram 1). 

 

Diagram1: Vision of One Acre Fund from the year of 2006 to the year of 2012 

 

This scale-up vision, shows the organization determination in effectively changing the           

lives of 125,000 children by 2012. Now that 10 years have  passed, two questions remain: 

-  Was One Acre Fund successful in achieving such vision?  

- What type of challenges have they encountered along the way? 

To better assess their successes over the years, One Acre fund has considered the              

evaluation of three key metrics: scalability, social impact, and financial return. In addition to that,               

it is as well important to see the changes in the number of donors, council members and the                  

number of employees over the years.  
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SCALABILITY 

This factor takes into account the number of families reached, the number of children              

enrolled and the number of acres under cultivation during the years of activities. In order to keep                 

up with their long term goals, the organization evaluated their activities every six months              

through performance reports that are shared with both small farmers and their supporters. By              

using prediction when it comes to each metric every six months, One Acre Fund strives to have                 

an achievement that is greater than its initial prediction. 

 Family reached 

In visualising the future, One Acre Fund planned to reach 3,500 families by 2008, 10,000               

by 2009, 30,000 by 2010, 120,000 in 2012, 150,000 in 2013 and more than 325,000 families in                 

2014 (“One Acre Fund Performance report, 2006-2007). Reaching as many families as possible             

is the best way for the organization to evaluate the impact they have on the lives of individual                  

farmers and that of communities. It allows them to comprehend the needs of local people and                

that of families in particular and how they can collaborate collectively to increase the impact in                

the long run. Below is graph representing the number of family the organization has reached               

from the implementation of the program to 2015 (Graph 1). 
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Graph 1: Trends of achieved and target families reached from 2006 to 2015 

 

In April 2006, One Acre Fund started with about 40 families and by August 2006 they                

have tripled the program size to 120 families, which was really closed to the target, 119 families.                 

In April 2007 they reached 350 families; in April 2007 they reached 600 families, and in                

November 2008 the number was almost seven times that of April 2007, 4100 families reached.               

In November 2009, it grew to about 23,000 families and in 2012 to 137,302 families reached.                

Over these years, One Acre Fund went from 40 families to 137,302 families in just 6 years                 

exceeding, therefore being closed to its target. However the pattern changed after 2012 making              

impossible to achieve their goals in 2013 and beyond. The Organization went from 137,302              

families in 2012 to 130,400 in 2013, and increase back to 305,400 families reached in 2015;                

therefore making it impossible to reach more than 325,000 families by 2014 as planned. The               

same trend can be seen on the number of children covered during their activities as well as the                  

number of Acres under cultivation. 
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 Children Covered  

In their long term goal, One Acre Fund vision was to reach 25,000 children in 2010,                 

125,000 in 2012 and 3.6 million children in 2021. For the organization, being able to reach more                 

children is to ensure that they have enough to eat, they receive an education, they are healthy,                 

they contribute in shaping their community and their country in the future. In general, it is to                 

ensure that children despite their situation have opportunities to have a brighter future.  

Based on the graph below (graph 2.) , One Acre Fund went from 472 children covered in 2006                  

to 127,824 in 2010, and from 127,824 children to 548,000 in 2012. They were able to surpass                 

their target both in 2010 and in 2012 (25,000 and 125,000 children). Despite the huge increase                

in children covered from 2006 to 2012; 2012 in itself was different. With a predicted children                

coverage of 580,000 children in 2012, the organization went on to cover 548,000 children which               

was slightly close to the previous year, 536,000 children. 

 

Graph 2 : Trends of target and achieved children covered 

Based on the trend, One Acre Fund was consistent year after year between the               

predicted and achieved children coverage. However in 2012 things were a bit different. What did               

cause such differences?  

Acre Under Cultivation 
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In comparison to the two metrics above, one can easily see that if there is an increase in                  

the number of family reached, the number of Acre under cultivation will aswell increase ( graph                

3), and the opposite applies as well.  

 

Graph 3: Comparison of trends of Acre under cultivation with the trends of families reach               

over time 

The Acre under cultivation increased from 53 acres in 2006 to 96,000 (lower than the               

predicted amount of 100,000 acres) in 2012. It went on to decrease from 96,000 acres in 2012                 

to 91,084 acres in 2013 and increased back to 129,009 acres in 2014.  

 

ANALYSIS OF THE ORGANIZATION SCALABILITY THROUGH ITS SOCIAL IMPACT 

To better comprehend the scalability of the organization overtime, it is crucial to             

understand and assess the different factors involved and their impacts. Between November to             

April 2007, the organization faced a challenge they could not control: weather condition. Their              

second harvest was impacted by an unusual rainfall. This situation made them aware of the               

unintended challenges they could possibly face in the future. In order to have a better control of                 

the situation, they introduced different set of cash crops to families in order to limit the risks that                  

a potential rainfall may have on the crops. The benefits of such strategy was to increase farmer                 

income and the size of the harvest over the years ( graph 4).  
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Graph 4: Comparison of size harvest  and farmer income from 2006 to 2015 

 

After adopting a new strategic direction in 2007 in consideration of the unintended             

consequences they encountered along the way, One Acre Fund maintain a balance until 2012.              

It is also important to mention that the organization stop utilising short term prediction in               

performance report after 2012. Along the same line, the organization realised that they needed              

to adjust the farm income expectation to a more realistic one. This was because farmers instead                

of investing their initial gains into further farming activities, they instead chose to invest most of                

their incomes into education and livestock activities (“One Acre Fund performance           

report”2008-2012), . From this remark, one can now try to understand why reaching more than               

325,000 families in 2014 was going to be challenging . 

From 2006 to 2009, One Acre Fund took what one may call a leap of faith in analysing                  

the health of children connected to their activities through various ways. Such step was based               

on the belief that if they have a growing number of healthy children, that shows that they are                  

effectively having a great impact and affecting the most vulnerable, the children. Using mobile              

health, they linked each family with health providers to maximize both the health of mothers and                

their children. Their goal was to create a 50 % reduction in child deaths.  
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Based on the graphs below (graph 5), the organization attempted to evaluate children             

death rate pre and post-One Acre Fund, Children physical stunning rate, and later on children               

death rate in general. From the observation, the predicted data seems consistent with the result               

achieved. And if we look carefully, we see that originally child death rate pre-One Acre Fund                

went from 14% in 2006 to 9 % in 2008 and from 3% to 1 % during the same time under                     

post-One Acre Fund. However the change in the analysis of the data in 2006, 2008 and stop in                  

2009 raise many questions as to whether we can truly comprehend the assessment of child               

development through these data. And also why they did not continue after 2009. A clear               

example is when the organization stop assessing child physical stunning rate in 2006, and pre               

and post-child death rate in 2008. It started with the assessment of child death rate in 2008 and                  

stop in 2009.  

 

 

Graph 5: Assessment of  the trends of child health from 2006 to 2014 

 

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY OF THE PROGRAM 

To better comprehend the changes in the strategic direction of One Acre Fund, it is               

important to look at its financial return as a result of the program sustainability. This takes into                 
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account the repayment rate, the cost per family, the program sustainability(percentage of farmer             

repayment covering program cost), and infrastructure investment.  

 

Repayment rate 

With the goal of achieving 99% to 100% repayment rate in the future, One Acre Fund                

stated pretty well. however , in the fall of 2008 it achieves 85 % (graph 6) repayment rate which                   

was contrary to what it predicted (95%). During a field evaluation of the situation, the               

organization realised that the repayment problem was concentrated with five field staffs who             

provided poor levels of customer service. They went on to increase the assessment of field               

staffs, they promoted early repayment in order to better assess sites with low repayment, they               

increase client communication and client selection. After such changes, the repayment rate has             

been consistent, exceeding or being equal to 97% since then.  

 

Graph 6 : Trends of repayment rate from 2006 to 2015 

 

Cost per family 

At the beginning of their activities, One Acre Fund estimated spending $250 per family              

annually, however with the initial financial restriction such amount was pretty difficult to be              

achieved. They went on spending $450 the first year, which decreased to $330 in between 2006                
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and 2007, and increase slightly to $360 in 2007. However, since then the cost per family has                 

been decreasing (graph 7) to an estimated $80 in 2012. Such achievement is primarily due to                

the financial support the organization has received over the years and the expansion into new               

communities which allowed the cost per family to decrease considerably. Nevertheless, it would             

be great to know why One Acre Fund not continue the assessment of the cost per family after                  

2012.  

 

Graph 7 : Trends of cost per family between 2006 and 2012 

 

Program sustainability as the percentage of repayment covering program cost 

The program sustainability takes into account the percentage of program cost covered            

by farmer repayment. As for 2006, One Acre fund financial return sustainability goal was to               

cover 100% of cost through farmer repayment in 2011. As one can see on the graph below                 

(graph 8), the repayment percentage of program cost coverage has increased considerably over             

the years; from 10% in 2006 to 84% in 2012. However, in 2013 it went down to 73%, increase to                    

74% in 2014 and 80% in 2014. From this analysis, it seems like the organization encounter a                 
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challenge linked to his operation in 2013. In addition the goal to reach 100% of cost been                 

covered through farmer repayment was not achieved.  

 

Graph 8 : Trends of program sustainability  over the years 

 

Infrastructure Investment 

The organization started investing in infrastructure in 2007. The infrastructure investment           

grew from $165,000 in 2007 to $4,500,000 in 2012 (graph 9) . After 2012, the organization                

transfer the assessment of infrastructure from their performance report into their end of the year               

financial report in a more detailed manner. This alone shows the dedication of One Acre Fund to                 

produce a lasting change by using the right infrastructure such as IT systems for data               

assessment, vehicles for transportation, buildings as storage room, etc.  
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Graph 9 : Investment trends of Infrastructure over the years 

Without any doubt, One Acre Fund despite its ability to have a greater impact in East                

Africa, had to undergo constant changes to keep up with both the changing pattern of its                

strategic alignment and the unexpected behaviour of small farmers when managing their            

income. In order to do so without falling behind One Acre Fund had to attract more investors,                 

increase the size of investment council members, and employ more passionate, dedicated and             

caring staff members.  

 
TRENDS IN THE NUMBER OF DONORS, COUNCIL MEMBERS AND STAFFS THROUGH TIME 

The graph below (graph 10) show the changes in the number of donors , the number of                 

investment council members from 2006 to 2012, and the number of staff members from 2006 to                

2015.  
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Graph 10 : Trends of donors council members and staffs over time 

The number of unique donors increased from 19 at the beginning of the activities to               

3676 unique donors in 2012. The number of council members increased from 19 in April 2006 to                 

905 investment council members in in 2012. And the number of staffs increase from 4 staffs in                 

April 2006 to 4300 staffs in 2015. This shows the extraordinary growth the organization              

achieved over the years, and the support they have secured since 2006. 

 

ONE ACRE FUND – A STEADY GEOGRAPHICAL EXPANSION ALONG WITH VARIOUS           

CHALLENGES  

The increase in human and financial resources allowed One Acre Fund to expand into              

neighboring countries and run experiments in others countries in East africa. The map (figure 2)               

below show the different countries in which the organization is currently running their programs. 
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Figure 2 : One Acre Fund field of operation and trials in East Africa 

 

From 2006 to 2012, One Acre Fund successfully expanded into two more countries,             

Rwanda and Burundi. Over these six years, they have encountered several short term             

challenges such as: 

- Unexpected weather conditions, which decreased crops productivity and made it difficult           

for farmers to increase the expected income. However, the organization educated farm            

families in the cultivation of cash crops to avoid unexpected farm results and maximize              

their income.  

- Unexpected maize infection, which considerably affected families productivity and farm          

income; making some farmer to diversify their activities into livestocks and the            

distribution of other goods (e.g buying and selling new papers)  
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- Repayment rate, which decreased because of the ineffective managerial skills of field            

staff officers. Nevertheless, the organization adopted a new strategy in evaluating and            

training field officers to avoid such issues in the future.  

- And finally, the assessment of children health did not continue as as initially planned              

after 2009. 

From these different challenges,  came three remarks : 

● The expected number of families to be reached in 2014 did not happen as planned. 

● The program sustainability which represented the percentage of farmer repayment that           

cover the field costs did not reach 100% in 2011 as planned in 2006.  

● The Organization changed their performance report from a six month report to a yearly              

one in 2013, thereby stopping to report the increase in harvest size, the number of               

children covered, the program cost per family, the number of donors and the number of               

council members. In addition to that, the short term target (prediction) of different             

individual metrics such as the number of acre under cultivation or repayment rate were              

abandoned.  

Despite the above remarks and based on the trends of the different metrics above, it is clear                 

that between the year 2012 and 2015 many things did happen, notably in 2013. To truly                

understand such trends, It is important to have a look at the organization financial performance.  

 

UNDERSTANDING ONE ACRE FUND SOCIAL IMPACT THROUGH DATA ASSESSMENT 

FINANCIAL EVALUATION FROM 2006 TO 2015 

 

NET ASSETS AND LIABILITIES, GRANT AND DONATIONS AND NET INCOME 

One Acre Fund as an organization went from $162,208 of value in net assets and               

liabilities in 2006, to $29,971,350 in 2014. Also the organization saw its grant and donations               

increase from $221,768 in 2006 to an amount of $22,589,301 in 2014 (“One Acre Fund               

Financial report”2006-2014). The graph below (graph 11) shows the differences between the            

changes in net assets and liabilities and net income over the years. 
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Graph 11 : Trends in net assets and liabilities, grant and donations and net income over 

the years 

 

Knowing that both net assets and liabilities, and net income react to the trend of grant                

and donations, we can see that in 2010 and 2012, One acre Fund faced a decrease in the                  

amount of grants and donation received. One Acre Fund, in addition to the grants and donations                

did rely on farmers repayment and interest generated to multiply its impact and expand further.               

However, the success of such expansion and the number of farmers that the organization can               

reach in relation to its goals depends not only on grant and donation, but on grant and donation                  

that are unrestricted (having total control). The graph below (grap 12) clearly explains it. 
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Graph 12 : Trends of restricted and unrestricted grants in relations to net income over               

the years 

 

We see that the unrestricted grant and donation decreased in 2010 and significantly in              

2012. On the contrary, the restricted grants and donations increased over the years and              

considerably after 2012. After 2012 the amount of restricted grants and donations (the donors              

has partial or total control of the grants) exceeded the amount of unrestricted grants and               

donations. However, when looking at net income, the organization realised a net income of              

-$862,666, however it went up to $6,789,475 in 2013 and decrease again to $1,545,858 in               

2014. Such decrease in net income in 2010 was due to an increase in field expenses due to                  

new expansion in Rwanda in 2007 and a decrease in unrestricted grants and donations.              

Similarly, the decrease in net income in 2012 was due to a huge decrease in unrestricted grants                 

and donations and an increase in restricted grants and donations. While this may appear as a                

set back for One Acre Fund, it is important to realise that the organization did expand                

geographically using the revenue collected as well as the unrestricted grants in its possession              

during these years.  
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COMPARING SOCIAL METRICS WITH FINANCIAL METRICS 

 

Contrary to the increase in net income in 2013, One Acre Fund had a decrease (in                

comparison to previous years) in farmer income size, number of acre under cultivation, number              

of families reached, and cost allocated to program sustainability. Let’s keep in mind that in 2013,                

the organization started operating in Tanzania and started field trials in Malawi and Uganda              

during the same year (“One Acre Fund performance report”,2015). There are two logics to such               

remarks; one positive and one that problematic:  

● Positive remarks: The huge increase in unrestricted grants and donations from 2010 to             

2012 (kept in savings account) were heavily invested at the beginning of 2013 in new               

pilot countries such as Tanzania, Malawi, and Uganda. With the interest generated from             

both unrestricted grants and donations and revenue from repayments, the organization           

witness a huge increase in net income at the end of 2013. This shows that One Acre                 

Fund was able to secure funds and venture into new countries. Nevertheless, if such              

expansion did happen in 2013, why did both the number of families reached instead of               

increasing, did decrease from 137,302 families reached in 2012 to 130,400, and the             

number of acre under cultivation from 96000 acres in 2012 to 91084 in 2013? This               

brings us to the problematic part. 

 

● Problematic remarks: I believe that in order to understand what happen in 2013 in              

relation to both the number of acres under cultivation and the number of families              

reached, it is important to have a look at the changes in farm income and the program                 

sustainability (farmers repayment as a % of total cost) over the years. Both metrics              

experienced a decrease in 2013. In 2013, the income of farmers was 1.8 times per               

planted acred. In previous years it was either 2 times or 3 times higher. As for the                 

program sustainability; it went from 84% in 2012 to 73% in 2013. Based on this, it is well                  

plausible that the decrease in both farmer income per acre cultivated and the program              
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sustainability (farmers repayment as a % of total cost) in 2013 was due to a decrease in                 

the number of family reached. Consequently the number of acres under cultivation. As             

smallholder farmers experienced either a decrease or a stagnant income (two times per             

planted acre after repayment from 2006 to 2012 and decrease in 2013) over the years,               

they started to prioritize a diversification in their activities to maximize their incomes. This              

led to a reduction of their involvement with One Acre Fund (whose activities is based on                

crops farming.) We can also add a microeconomics theories to such trend: “the law of               

supply and demand”.  
When looking at the number of family reached, we see a consistent increase over the years till                 

2011 when the growth became slower (graph 13) and eventually decreased in 2013 to increase               

back again after the multiple expansion undertaken at the beginning of year 2013.  

 

 

Graph 13 : Trends of Family reached over the years 

 

This means that as small farmers groups grew bigger, so did the amount of crops being                

produced. Because small farmers sell either within local markets or regional markets, the supply              

of crops ( which was mostly corn and some similar cash crops) eventually increase within those                

markets. The inevitable competition between small farmers due to an increase in supply of              
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crops and a stagnant and slow growing demand eventually drag the price down. This resulted to                

a change in farmer income over the years, leading to a slow increase in the number of families                  

reached and eventually a decrease in 2013 due to farmer activity diversification. That led to a                

decrease in the number of acre cultivated and made it harder for farmer repayment to cover a                 

greater percentage of field costs.  

Eventually, the organization realized that it was crucial to diversify both geographically            

and in term of the differents services it offers if it wants to maximize its revenue and that of small                    

farmers in the future. In 2014 the number of families reached went up to 203,600 families and                 

305,400 in 2015. This alone show that geographical expansion in crucial for the organization              

future, for it cannot afford a slow increase in its activity in the long. If it does so, it might                    

embraced a survival strategy instead of a striving one, that will mean failure in reaching its long                 

term goal. 

What does this say about One Acre Fund? 

- The organization has reach a point that necessitate a well informed strategy for             

its future operations. 

- Geographical, clientele and services diversification are the answers, however         

they should be done in a way that they will generate a consistent net income for                

both small farmers and the organization. 

- The organization should reach a point where it does not depend on grants and              

donation to realize a positive net income, and the same goes for small farmers in               

relations to One Acre Fund. That should be the goal of the organization: paving              

the way to help small farmers to be completely independent when it comes to              

acquiring health care services, education, better farming technique and financial          

security for themselves.  

- The organization should put together a comprehensible strategy, a well structure           

strategic alignment that will allow an excellent flow of information from the small             

farmers to top executives, between farmers, between employees, and between          

community leaders.  
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Nevertheless, learning from another local organization that is specialized in the same            

domain can always help One Acre Fund to develop a strong organization strategy that will easily                

predict future changes and enable them to achieve their long term goal and expand those goals.  

 

 

 

UNDERSTANDING THE COMPETITION: A LOOK AT ONE ACRE FUND MAIN          
COMPETITOR 

Looking at a specific organization, Farm Africa can be perceived as one of the closest               

competitor to One Acre Fund. However, Sidai which is a social enterprise under Farm Africa               

supervision can be a good beginning in evaluating the organization as a whole. Sidai just like                

One Acre Fund is a fully integrated social enterprise. Its creation was based on many years of                 

assessment and research done by Farm Africa.  

 

SIDAI 

Unlike One Acre Fund, which is a fully independent social enterprise, Sidai is branch of               

Farm Africa. Its website does a good job in explaining the organization strategy and business               

model. Founded in 2011 by Dr Christie Peacock, Sidai is a UK social enterprise and the only                 

livestock social business in Kenya. By its full name Sidai Tunza Mifugo Ya Ko which means                

“Good care for your livestock” in Maasai, the organization has dedicated itself in the livestock               

sector for five years now. In recognition of the impact the social enterprise has in Kenya, its                 

founder, Christie Peacock was named africa social entrepreneur of the year 2015 during the              

Economic World Forum in South Africa, as well as the Schwab Foundation social entrepreneur              

of the year 2015. With the goal to revolutionize the provision of livestock and veterinary               

services to pastoralists and farmers in Kenya by creating a sustainable delivery system, Sidai              

effectively did pave the way in building a unique organization. By relying on a franchise               

business model (diagram 2), Sidai established different service centers around the countries            

working directly with centers (franchisees) which are own and run by qualified veterinarians,             
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livestock technicians and other livestock professionals. With such an approach, the organisation            

was able to provide the highest of quality of products  and services to their customers. 

 

 

Diagram 2: Sidai Franchise business model. 

 

It is important to add that by adopting a franchise business model ( widely recognized as an                 

efficient method of business expansion that ensure a consistent quality of goods and services              

delivery), Sidai was able to offer to the different franchisees a support package comprised of:  

- Quality products at a fair price (agri inputs crops, fertilizers and seeds), 

- Business planning and management training, 

- Access to finance knowledge, 

- Access to bespoke IT system to improve business management,  

- Branding and marketing support,  

- Technical training and continuous professional livestock management, 

- Access to new products and services, 

- And finally, guidance to further business opportunity. 
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From such support package, the goal of the organisation was to : 

● Reduce livestock mortality rate of the most vulnerable farmers and guiding those            

entering into the business to avoid it, 

● Improve household home income security, 

● Improve access to market, 

● Increase child education among families 

● And create employment opportunities. 

 

With this model (Franchise business model), Sidai did recognize an opportunity to help             

veterinarians and local livestock professionals who struggle with access to better resources as             

well as livestock farmers who want to improve their business or those willing to enter in the                 

business. With 30 years of research and experiences, they put a greater emphasis on livestock               

preventive healthcare and production improvement (Diagram 3).  
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Diagram 3 : Sidai’s livestock preventive healthcare and production improvement          

measures model 

 

At the beginning of their activities in 2011, Sidai’s goal was to implement 150 franchises               

and reach 300,000 livestock farmers by 2015. There is no publicly available documents             

assessing or testifying the achievement of such goal in 2015. However, the recognition of Dr               

Christie Peacock as Africa social entrepreneur of the year as well and Schwab social              

entrepreneur of the year of 2015 might well be a recognition of Sidai’s impact in the lives of                  

livestock farmers in Kenya and as a prove that their social business is truly effective in                

improving the lives of the most vulnerable populations in kenya.  
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FARM AFRICA 

Founded in 1985 by late Sir Michael Wood who was was a member of the United                

Nations International Law Commission, and David Campbell, specialist in African and UK Rural             

Development Issues. In response to the famine in Ethiopia between 1983 and 1985, Sir              

Michael Wood and David Campbell identified food as the best medicine in avoiding famine.              

They believed that developing small scale agriculture was the key in reducing rural poverty              

thereby fostering rural development. In 1987, they began they first project in Kenya: “The Camel               

project” In 1988, they started their first development project : “The dairy Goat Project in               

Ethiopia”. In 1990, they supervised a development project in Tanzania. In 1991, they introduced              

a farmers research project with the goal of collecting and analysing as many information as               

possible. In 1992 they started a forest conservation project in East Africa. In 1999, they               

participated in an emergency work in Konso Ethiopia during the 1999-2000 famine to help feed               

200,000 people. In 2003, they started work in Uganda, in 2005 they launched an Agricultural               

Technology Fund, in 2011 they launched “Sidai”, their first social enterprise. And in 2012, the               

organization launched in Tanzania. It is important to know that in between these years, Farm               

Africa launched many other development programs.  

Unlike One Acre Fund, Farm Africa is an organisation with 85% charitable activities, 14%              

generating income activities ( e.g. Sidai,etc..), and 1% related to governance activities.            

However, for many years now the organization has recognized the potential of small farmers to               

grow more, sell more and at a better price. Acknowledged by Kofi Annan , former UN secretary                
9

general, Farm Africa have succeeded in reaching 1.4 million people in 2014 after 19 years of                

existence, therefore helping national governments and international development agencies         

decrease rural poverty in East Africa.  

It might be difficult to analyze the 31 years of existence of the organization. However, it                

is pretty noticeable that for many years Farm Africa has diversified its activities (diagram 4) in                

order to manage any potential risks and increase their scale of impact. They created differents               

development projects in different sectors (crops, livestocks, fisheries, and forestry), they           

9 Africa, Farm. "End Hunger-Grow Farming. FARM AFRICA Annual Review 2015." 30            
Years of Investing in a Prosperous Rural Africa. (2015): 5. FARM AFRICA . 2015. Web.              
<http://www.farmafrica.org/downloads/FarmAfrica-AnnualReview2015.pdf>. 
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expanded into new areas(Uganda, Kenya, Ethiopia, and Tanzania), and they adopted different            

models related to particular activities (e.g Sidai’s franchise business model) in order to easily              

apply the knowledge captured during research. Farm Africa, by partnering with development            

programs such as the UK Department for International Development, CARE International,           

European Commission: Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection, European Union, UN Office for            

the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, and many other programs proved that with well a              

rooted research and a meaningful development project model, it is indeed possible to tackle              

poverty while helping rural communities in Eastern Africa to effectively use in a sustainable way               

their natural resources to escape from the vicious cycle of poverty.  

 

Diagram 4. Farm Africa Diversification Strategy 
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In other to comprehend why Farm Africa chose to diversify into different activities, its              

clientele, and geographically; it is important to study in depth its organisation structure and how               

it functions in relation to its size, its age and the environments in which it operates (Eastern                 

Africa). 

 

Henry Mintzberg’s Organizational configuration – Understanding Farm Africa        
Organizational configuration 

Henry Mintzberg in his book “The Structuring of Organization” (Henry Mintzberg, 1979)            

attempt to answer the question of how organizations structure themselves. Among the differents             

possible fundamental elements of structure in an organization, he names five basic            

configurations such as:  

● The Simple Structure:  
This structure is mainly based on direct supervision from top managers. Organizations adopting             

this structure tend to be highly centralised, young, flexible in term of decision making,              

non-sophisticated in technical system of management, and usually operate in a simple and             

dynamic environment.  

● The Machine Bureaucracy:  
Organizations operating under such structure tend to have large operating unit size where the              

operating work is highly standardized with clearly designed hierarchy of authority.  

● The Professional Bureaucracy:  
In comparison to the machine bureaucracy, the professional bureaucracy is adopted by            

organizations which rely on the skills and knowledge of the operating professional to function. It               

tend to emphasize on training and professional in such structure have control over their works.  

● The Divisionalized Form:  
Organizations having such structure tend to have diversified markets ( product or service, client              

and region). Within such organization, there are units in the middle line called divisions and a                

central headquarters. Each division can have its own structure and the organization itself             
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focuses on the relationship between the divisions and the headquarter while each division             

focuses on its own distribution channels and marketing activities.  

● And the Adhocracy:  
This type of structure is usually within organizations that operate in a complex and dynamic               

environment. Within such organization, experts and professional usually have greater power           

and their skills are highly developed through training programs. Administrative and operating            

work also tend to blend into a single effort to increase a great flow of communication and the                  

acceleration of innovation. NASA can be a good example among many others.  

 

Among these five configurations, the one that fits the characteristics of Farm Africa well is the                 

divisionalised Form. 

The Divisionalized Form  
In describing the divisionalized form, Mintzberg put an emphasis on the relationship            

between the headquarters and the divisions. The establishment of divisions under unique            

structures increases performance control due to the role of middle managers. Each division,             

under the responsibility of middle managers, is created according the the type of environment              

served, and it contains its own distribution channel and marketing activities as mentioned             

above. The organization itself, by duplicating or dispersing its operating activities minimizes the             

level of interdependence between divisions, thus allowing each of them to operate without the              

need to rely on others for coordination. In this manner, the organization strategic alignment is               

wider 

The middle manager in charge of a given division usually hold a consistent amount of               

power because the headquarters gives full autonomy to each division to make their own              

decision and monitor the results of such decision. However the headquarters still has a hold on                

divisions through performance control, management training, direct supervision and         

indoctrination. Usually to go about in making a decision and applying it, a division will set                

consistent goals, and make sure that they are operational with quantitative measures of             

performance control.  
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It is important to mention that there is a clear division of labor between the divisions and                 

the headquarter. According to Mintzberg, the headquarter has six powers such as:  

- It puts together the organization’s overall strategy by managing portfolio, establishing or            

closing down divisions in order to either expand into new market or preserve its existing               

market, 

- Allocation of financial resources among each divisions, 

- It designs the performance control system. This allow divisions performance to be            

assessed and changes to be made accordingly, 

- It is in charge of replacing an appointing divisions managers, 

- Monitor divisional behavior on a personal basis, however the level of supervision is not              

too concentrated,  

- And finally, it provides any support services that divisions might need.  

In addition to the power that holds a given headquarter under the divisionalized form, it is                

usually made of three parts: the top part being specifically for strategic decision which is               

reserved to top managers, the next part is the technostructure, which works on the design and                

operation of the performance control system as well as some management-development           

program, and the last one being the staff support group.  

What conditions does a given organization have to fulfill to have a divisionalized             
form?  

● Market diversity - This takes into account three factors: product and service, client, and              

region. Having one without the other will be insufficient to qualify the organization as              

divisionalized, for according to Mintzberg structural divisionalization results from strategic          

diversification.  

● Technical System - Here divisionalization is possible only when the organization’s           

technical system can be efficiently separated into segments, as one for each division.  
● Environment - Here the positioning of the organization is due to a more restricted              

environment such as market diversity, and in particular product diversity.  
● Age and Size - Understanding the age and size of the organization is understanding              

how it went about to be divisionalized. As an organization grow large, it becomes prone               
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to diversify and to divisionalize afterward. The first reason is protection or the spread of               

risks. The second is to easily dominate its competitors by having a greater             

understanding of different markets or by exploring different opportunities, and the last            

one is to retain manager by enabling them to find excitement through mutation in              

different divisions. 

● Power - Here managers have more autonomy and power to control their division:             

decentralisation of power.  

 

Understanding the divisionalised form as an organisation structure surely help to           

understand Farm Africa in depth and most importantly how One Acre Fund as an organization               

that is diversifying but has not divisionalize can learn from Farm Africa and use such approach                

to realign its strategy. So, what are the different stages taken by Farm Africa as an organization                 

to have a divisionalized form?  

 

Farm Africa in transition 

As an organization which was founded in 1985, Farm Africa has 30 years of existence.               

From 1985 to 1987, the organization was solely operating in Kenya where it was running its first                 

project The Camel Project . In 1988 it expanded in Ethiopia (geographical diversification), it             

started a new project called The Dairy Goat Project (product and service diversification), and              

served a new population (client diversification). It continued in 1990 in Tanzania with the Babati               

Agricultural Development Project . In 1991, it expanded in South Africa , and added another              

project in Ethiopia called the Farmers Research Project. In 1992, the organization started two              

international project: Friends of Farm and Community Forest Workers Conservation Project . In            

1996, the Meru Dairy Goat Health Care Project started in Kenya, and in 1997 Farm Africa                

founded the East African Goat Development Network . In 1998, the organization launch Farm             

Africa USA, and in 2003 it expanded into Uganda. In 2005, the organization launched another               

development fund called The Maendeleo Agricultural Technology Fund, and expanded into           

southern Sudan. In 2007, Farm Africa partnered with The Guardian to launched the Katine              
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Development Project in Uganda. In 2008, they help launch the All Party Parliamentary Group              

on Agriculture and Food for Development, and during they partnered with The Global Alliance              

for Livestock Veterinary Medicines to make livestock vaccine in order to facilitate poorer             

livestock keepers accessibility to those vaccines. In 2009, Farm Africa started the Cassava             

Project and the Aquashops Project in kenya. In 2011 it launched both Sidai a livestock social                

enterprise and The Maendeleo Agricultural Enterprise Fund.  

During its first 10 years (1985-1995) of existence, Farm Africa launched and supported             

five projects in four countries ( Kenya, Ethiopia, Uganda and Tanzania). In the next 10 following                

years (1996-2006), the organization added two more projects, expanded into two more            

countries (South Sudan and USA- support group), launched an agricultural fund and put in              

place an East African development Network program. In between 2006 and now, Farm Africa              

launched one project, started their first social enterprise, launched a development fund, and             

signed three development partnership. These projects and development funds and partnership           

allowed the organization to reach more than one million people after 28 years of existence               

(2013).  

The first steps toward divisionalisation was undertaken by the organisation during its first             

ten years of existence. That was the moment it diversified, thus creating different division              

according to its new environment and the newly launched projects. Such strategy made             

non-existent any given relationship between projects aside for the population it was intended to              

serve. However the structure each project has is completely different from the other. It is aswell                

important to recognize that each support system or what Mintzberg called “Technical system” is              

unique to each region and each project. The environment of the organization is neither too               

complex, nor too dynamic; it is just right to enable project, country and community              

diversification.  

As we can realize, as the organization grew larger it became event more diversifies by               

launching different projects, initiating different development funds, signing different partnership          

and most importantly expanding into new territories. In addition to that, just like Mintzberg              

pointed out when describing the divisionalized form, each project manager ( which every project              

in a given country being considered as a division) as full power and autonomy over his/her                
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division ( e.g Sidai in Kenya). From such a compelling and diversified experience, it is clear that                 

Farm Africa was able to truly capture the problematic of East Africa by using an adequate                

organisational structure with a well rooted strategic alignment to achieve their goals. When             

looking at the organization existence time scale, one can see that during the last years, it                

signed three partnership with three international organizations. Such achievement is the result            

of the trust they gained through the work they have carry in Eastern Africa for decades. Has                 

Farm Africa as a social organisation succeeded under the divisionalized form? One thing is for               

sure right, using such approach has enable the organization to truly understand its             

environments and offers the right solutions to alleviate poverty. Today, its work is clearly visible               

and continues to have a huge impact across East Africa. 

Farm Africa might not be entirely a social enterprise, however the different steps it has                

taken in affecting change in East Africa contributed in strengthening its strategic alignment by              

making them a direct competitor to One Acre Fund, therefore learning how the organization              

emerge to what it is now will certainly favor One Acre in building successful future in East Africa                  

and Africa as a whole.  

 

WHAT CAN ONE ACRE FUND LEARN FROM FARM AFRICA? 

One of One Acre Fund had glorious beginning because of their will to understand the               

agricultural dynamic of East Africa as a whole since 2006. When they started securing fundings,               

geographical diversification became a very high probability. It is 10 years today since the              

organization has started operating in the region. Compared to One Acre Fund, after 10 years,               

Farm Africa launched and supported five different projects respectively in Kenya, Ethiopia,            

Uganda and Tanzania. What does this  mean? 

It means that the organization decided to push forward with geographical, services, and              

clientele diversification at the same time during the first years of its existence. According to               

Mintzberg’s theory that makes Farm Africa fully divisionalized, thus allowing the organization to             

enjoy the advantages of this form organization structure. Under this organizational form, Farm             

Africa for its first decade of existence was able to efficiently allocate capital among different               

projects and countries; they were able to capture other project opportunities that helped them              
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reach more vulnerable people. They were effective in reducing the risks across the projects,              

and most importantly, with time they increase their strategic responsiveness across all            

countries. In doing so, Farm Africa differentiate each project from crop cultivation to livestock              

management. Such strategy enable them to understand the need of the differents communities             

in East Africa and satisfy their demands accordingly . 

It is 31 years today and the organization was able to develop a model that takes into                 

account a range of projects within each sector categories (crops, livestocks, fisheries, and             

forestry ) and in different countries. Looking at the impact that they still have today in East                 

Africa, I can acknowledge that such model does work and has allowed the organization to truly                

comprehend the needs and wants of vulnerable communities in East Africa.  

On the contrary, One Acre Fund after ten years of existence, focus particularly on crops               

projects and geographical diversification. It is only in 2015 that the organization showed interest              

in diversifying its services into project (“One Acre Fund Performance report”,2015). An            

organization is free to chose any structure that works with its operations. In the case of One                 

Acre Fund, many clues presented themselves along the way, therefore raising the need for the               

organization to diversify both its services and its clienteles. 

The first call for diversification was in 2007, when the organization realized that the               

income of their farmers were decreasing compare to the first year in 2006. Because the number                

farmers reinvesting their income into the crops business was smaller than before. It was smaller               

because they decided to diversify their activities by investing into livestocks, small shops, just to               

name a few. This was a clear sign that the future dynamic of their farmers was going to change                   

in the future , for a given activity might end up been financially more attractive than crops                 

cultivation ( such activity just need a given amount of money to start with, what they got from                  

selling crops). Could this explain why the number of farmers One Acre Fund were serving               

decreased from 2012 to 2013?  

The other clue was the initial need for the organization to capture the health care situation of                 

children among their farmers; however in 2009 the organization stop reporting the data related              

to child health. I believe, it was difficult to capture the information needed to assess the health                 

care of the children and families because One Acre Fund offer only One stream project (crops);                
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even though the different steps in accomplishing such project were diversified within each             

communities. The problem with offering one project despite the geographical diversification is            

that the clientele is not diversifies. There is less control over the farmers. This means that                

farmers just as mentioned before can decide to diversify their own activity by deciding to raise                

livestock, starting an aquaculture business, selling factory made products, etc… With such            

approach, One Acre Fund cannot fully comprehend the lives of the farmers they served              

because they at some point will want to venture into other business or activities. So if One Acre                  

Fund truly want to reached as many farmers as possible, it is important that they diversify into                 

new sectors ( not just crops), therefore that will enable them to have a different set of clientele. It                   

is also important to mention that each region has its particularities, and such particularity is not                

always crops. Farm Africa understood that in Ethiopia when they invested in pastoral activities.              

One Acre Fund, using their service bundle model in a diversified set of projects with a diversified                 

clienteles would be successful in achieving their goal as well as been an organization that               

expand to be as powerful or even more powerful than Farm Africa. Now can One Acre Fund do                  

so? In achieving such goal any organization need financial security, but does One Acre Fund               

has an adequate financial security? This question bring us to the fundamental problematic of              

Social enterprise nowadays. 

 

THE PROBLEMATIC WITH RESTRICTED GRANTS WITHIN SOCIAL ENTERPRISES 

Unlike Farm Africa, One Acre Fund is 100% a social enterprise. One Acre Fund, in order                

to continue their daily operating activities has to rely on restricted and unrestricted fund from               

donors. Unrestricted funds here can be perceived as funds that a free from any external               

restriction and available for general use. On the other side, restricted fund can be perceived as                

funds that are specific for a designated purpose or that is under the control of the donors as of                   

what use they are meant for within the organisation. In November 2014, Felix Oldenburg              

published an article on Forbes titled: “Let’s Put An End To restricted Giving” . What does this                
10

10 Oldenburg, Felix. "Let’s Put An End To Restricted Giving." Forbes . Forbes Magazine, n.d.              
Web. 
<http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2014/11/24/lets-put-an-end-to-restricted-giving/#364c9fea6c0c
>. 
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say about restricted giving and the probability One Acre Fund will have the autonomy to               

diversify their service over the coming years?  

When allocating restricted funds to social organizations, donors are literally telling the            

organization how to spend the money. Within social enterprises, just like One Acre Fund, the               

level of strings attached to grants have been increasing over the years. In the case of One Acre                  

Fund, restricted funds have been increasing since 2010, and even more after 2012. Such              

restrictions have many disadvantages: 

- It is dangerous for the growth of the organization. Restricted funds tend to be directed               

toward field activities instead of strategic investment.  

- It also paint social entrepreneurs as the weaker party by obliging them to pursue              

activities that are doomed for dependency or failure of the organization.  

- Such restriction  raises some level of doubt about the organization strategic alignment.  

- Restriction can also force the organization to lie in order to decrease the level of               

restrictions. This can lead to a vicious circle of mistrust, thus increasing the amount of               

restricted funds.  

Whatever the logic might be, restricted fund are problematic in ensuring the long term              

success of the organization. It is then important that alongside the donors, the organization              

develop a comprehensible , well structured and applicable long term strategic alignment. Such             

communication should be intensified in order to erase any possible doubt that the donor might               

have concerning the organization. How can One Acre Fund go about in facilitating such              

communication with donors in order to achieve their long term goals? As I mentioned before,               

they should put together a strategic alignment that takes into account the need to fully diversify                

in order to reach a divisionalized form. I already mentioned how One Acre Fund could design                

such a model. However the most important question that remains is how to practically succeed               

in operating such model. The organization has to fully understand the lives of its clienteles, the                

smallholders farmers, and anyone who is of importance those smallholder farmers within the             

community and beyond.  
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RECOMMENDATION : ENSURING LONG-TERM ACHIEVEMENT  THROUGH SMALL 

FARMERS NETWORKS ANALYSIS WHILE CONSIDERING THE SOCIAL DYNAMICS IN 

EAST AFRICA 

 

I believe that an organization (private, social or non for profit) that truly want to succeed                

has to fully understand the population that it serves . That will enable the organization to                

anticipate the future by anticipating the needs of their clients. What about One Acre Fund? In                

their 2015 final reports, One Acre Fund mentioned the different researches they are conducting              

in order to assess the wellbeing (health, death rate, etc…) of the communities their serve. I am                 

not familiar with the research their are running as the information are private. However, studying               

the personal networks of their farmers (each farmer representing a network), after that of the               

community ( communities network is made of individual farmer network) and finally the town              

network ( made of communities network). Such assessment through network analysis will give a              

greater understanding of farmers, communities and the town dynamics to the organization. So,             

how does this  work? 

 To understand the importance of networks analysis in social enterprises, we should first             

perceive networks as both organizational form and as an access route for the exchange of               

tangible and intangible resources among individuals. Therefore, social enterprises by          

representing a crucial support in socioeconomic, environmental, cultural and political          

development acts as a support network within the community and outside of it. In this regards,                

knowing the nature of relationship or ties, particularly among communities members and in             

between communities, towns or countries is very important for social enterprises, and even             

more important in Africa societies. Such understanding (importance of network analysis) has            

been proven to have high relevance in shaping organisations’ strategy and measuring and             

improving their performances in Africa.  

In February 2016, a group of prominent scholars from various universities in Florida             

published a compelling article on the importance of entrepreneurial networks in Africa :             
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“Developing and utilizing efficients ties in Entrepreneurial networks in Africa” . By focusing on             
11

how individuals within the African continent use social capital to obtain entrepreneurial success,             

they touched on the many differentiations between western societies and African societies when             

it comes to entrepreneurial activities. Among these differentiations, the development of efficient            

ties within Africa tends to depend on: Unbutism in some collectivist societies and tribal solidarity               

which make efficient ties easier to develop; and corruption and distrust in economic exchange,              

liabilities of kinship ties and patriarchal relations within extended and nuclear families, and             

finally the tribal, religious and linguistic diversity that make efficient ties difficult to develop.              

Despite the fact that the research was focusing on the creation of business activities in African                

societies, I believe the impact of these factors can impact relationships between small farmers              

as well. Therefore understanding them is very crucial in capturing any type of information in               

between relationship to better comprehend that they need and why they need it.  

In addition in identifying what influence efficient ties in Africa, the article noted three              

factors that affect the development of networks in most African communities: Chance,            

exogenous social forces, and entrepreneur’s behavior. How can we apply these factors in the              

context of One Acre Fund? 

● Chance - Within African communities particularly in rural communities, it is easier to see              

those individuals who are privileged to be linked with either modest families living in the               

cities or outside the countries, or with the royal families. These families enjoy the              

benefits of their relationship and tend to have strong ties. It is important in this case to                 

understand their networks, how their interact and influence other communities members           

and what activities they tend to pursue to increase their income. It is extremely important               

for any social enterprise to understand the influence such group have within the             

communities for they can easily (directly or indirectly) influence other communities           

members decisions. In addition understanding community member with better social          

capital enable the organization to adapt and implement better strategies and models. 

11 Lux, Sean, Bruce T. Lamont, Kimberly M. Ellis, Gerald R. Ferris, and John Muchira.               
"Developing and Utilizing Efficient Ties in Entrepreneurial Networks in Africa." Africa Journal of             
Management  2.1: 73-92. Web. 
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● Exogenous social forces - This examine the way members within a given community             

interact with each other , as well as how the community interacts with other communities.               

Therefore, a higher or lower number of ties within an individual network and what they               

represent will allow the organization to know more about each of their clients. The same               

thing goes for the higher or lower number of ties within a given communities compare to                

other communities. Such analysis will help the organization to assess the different social             

forces driving the daily lives of communities members and communities where it            

operates.  

● Entrepreneur behavior - When talking of the entrepreneur behavior, I refer to small             

farmers, or community members in this section. This one is very important because it              

gives an opportunities to the organization to assess their performances on a small scale.              

How was the network of a client before reaching out to him/her, and how is it changing                 

overtime. What are the factors driving such change? Such factors can be linked to              

family, social, community, economic, or cultural issues. It takes into account pretty much             

anything concerning a client relationship with other members of the organization and the             

community. In order to have a great understanding of the community social networks             

and later on the networks of all communities within one country, One Acre Fund should               

pay close attention to each individual client (small farmer) social network. What does it              

mean? 

 

Understanding small farmers’ behavior through their individual networks 

Understanding the lives of individual small farmers in order to empower them to work              

themselves out of poverty remain the primary goal of One Acre Fund. Based on the above                

assessment of network analysis within African communities, reaching such goal for the            

organization will answers to the following questions: 

- What are the initial personal networks of the small  farmers we serve?  

- Do their networks change in relation to our activities within their communities?  

- Do the changes in their networks lead to a variation in their lifestyle? And what are the                 

factors triggering such changes?  
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If we go back to the definition of social entrepreneurship “the creation of social value while                

seeking to enhance the productivity capacity of the social values been created”, then we will               

expect the number ties within every small farmers personal networks to increase and become              

stronger; meaning that the small farmers will be able to connect with more valuable individuals               

who can add significant values to their lives - doctors, teachers, other farmers, etc... . That will                 

mean that, not only does the small farmers is improving its lifestyle, but he/she is becoming                

empower, hardworking and therefore create more social values within his/her own network.  

By social networks of small farmers, I mean a representation of a pattern of interpersonal               

relationship surrounding each small farmer involve in the network structure of One Acre Fund. In               

daily life, knowing the importance of securing ideas, resources and other kind of supports; small               

farmers while interacting with One Acre Fund goes through two stages: The information             

receiving and the decision-making stages. These two processes are crucial in shaping the             

networks structure of small farmers. This means the success of a small farmers does not only                

depend on the work that One Acre Fund does, but it also depends on the relationship a small                  

farmers has with his/her family members, his community friends and the authorities; I will call               

these individuals alters. The alters can easily impact the information a small farmers receive and               

the decisions he/she takes/make. Such decision can be linked to families issues, health issues,              

community issues just to name a few.  

Understanding the personal network of each small farmer is acknowledging that small            

farmers daily lives are different from one another. It is only then that One Acre Fund by                 

collecting such data can provide small farmers with the right knowledge and the right resources               

at the right time to ensure their success in the short and long term. It will also contribute in                   

understanding the role of each alter, thus helping One Acre Fund to have a greater               

understanding of the community as a whole. On the other side, understanding the whys One               

Acre Fund’s small farmers take a given decision requires a great understanding of the              

community as a whole; that is why small farmers networks related to information receiving is               

possibly the first step One Acre Fund can make to understand the community before              

understanding why individual farmers make a giving decision. Making a decision entails            

assessing a number of information received from various entities (alters). That is why             
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understanding factors such as unbuntism, tribal solidarity and kinship ties can contribute in             

understanding why small farmers make a given decision in relation to the information they have               

received.  

 

Imagining a change in the network structure of small farmers 

As previously mentioned, I believe that the best way to help small farmers and ensure a                

significant change in their lifestyle and that of their communities is to truly comprehend their               

lives. That understanding can be assessed at different point of time using well structured              

questions about any relationships One Acre Fund is trying to capture. Knowing that relationship              

governs human interactions, how would one expect a One Acre Fund’s small farmer network              

structure to look like over time? As a first step, it is important to evaluate the different entities in                   

the information receiving network of the small farmers. I will expected the number of individuals               

who are involved in the small farmer’s life to increase under One Acre Fund. The networks                

structure below show the changes in the personal network of a given small farmer over time                

(diagram 5). 

 

Diagram 5 : Network structure showing the change in the farmer’s network overtime 
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The small farmers is represented by the diagonal figure at the center of the network.               

During the first year, the of entities influencing the daily life of the farmer are represented in red.                  

During the second year under one acre fund, the farmers activities attract new relationship              

within his/her families, communities, the market, the church and so on . These individuals are               

represented in light blue. During the third year, the farmer connection extend to other              

communities and beyond. He/she takes part of conferences outside of their communities and             

build new relationship (represented in green). The scale and income generated during their             

activities allow them to start new one, therefore enable them to meet new people. During year                

four, the level of responsibility increases, so does their connections (dark blue). Understanding             

the meaning behind each of the farmer connection will allow One Acre Fund to strengthen its                

strategic alignment and increase its impact. Now what about the relationships between alters?             

Comprehending the relationship between alters in the farmers’ network will enable One acre             

Fund to comprehend the dynamic within the community by understanding the relationship that             

the alters (diagram 6) have with each other and how to navigate the problematic that might                

appear to bring about solution within the farmer’s life and the community as a whole.  

 

 

Diagram 6 : Change in the relationships of the small farmers’ alter overtime 
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Now that One Acre Fund has collected the different sources from which a given small               

farmer receive its information, it will be important next to understand how such information is               

constructed within the community. Assessing the meaning of relationship between every alter is             

crucial in understanding the life of a given small farmer. During year one, the level of                

connectivity between different alters within the farmer network is lower compared to year two,              

three and four. In year two, three and four the level of connectivity between alters connected to                 

the farmer increases. Such level of connectivity can have both a positive or a negative impact in                 

the life of the small farmer as time goes on (Ubuntuism, tribal solidarity or kinship and                

corruption). It is therefore crucial for One Acre Fund to assess every relationship in order to                

understand either the success or the challenges a small farmer might experience in the future.  

I believe that the use of network analysis in the collection of data will enable One Acre                 

Fund to easily assess the health care situation in families and the community as a whole, to                 

predict future trends within families and the communities , and to know what truly works for                

farmers, their families and their communities. The use of network analysis to facilitate             

quantitative and qualitative analysis is of great importance to understand both businesses and             

communities dynamics. In this regards, it will be truly profitable for One Acre Fund to invest in                 

small farmers networks analysis by using up to date social network analysis software like              

Orgnet.  
12

 

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 

Undoubtedly, One Acre Fund was able to put together a compelling strategy to attract              

and help many small farmers in East Africa to pull themselves out of poverty. As we have seen,                  

that strategy might not be enough to achieve long term goals and impact the lives of small                 

farmers and reach more than 3 millions farmers in 2020 as the organization plan to. However,                

considering the Service and clientele diversification which are presently absent within the            

12 "Orgnet, LLC - Social & Organizational Network Analysis Software & Services for             
Organizations, Communities, and Their Consultants." Orgnet, LLC - Social & Organizational Network            
Analysis Software & Services for Organizations, Communities, and Their Consultants . N.p., n.d.            
Web. <http://www.orgnet.com/about.html>. 
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organization structure of One Acre Fund can be answer in putting together a strategic alignment               

that will enable them to reach a greater percentage of small and vulnerable farmers in the                

coming years across East Africa and Africa as a whole. However knowing the importance of               

anticipating the future and satisfying their clientele at the nearest perfect level, a new or more                

suitable organizational strategy might not be enough. In this regards, I believe that helping small               

farmers and communities entails understanding the farmers at an individual level as well as              

each communities. This implies the use of social networks analysis software to : collect reliable               

and up to date information about individual farmers and their connections, analyze the             

relationships within a famer personal network, and finally to understand why a given farmer or at                

a larger level a given community might prioritize a given decision. Such approach will ensure the                

assessment of health, education, gender issues, or how factors such as ubuntuism, ethny             

solidarity, corruption, kinship, or religion and traditional beliefs might influence small farmers and             

communal decision making process.  

Social enterprises faced countless issues today: from the challenges of effective           

population assessment to the problematic of the restricted grants they receive. Knowing the             

importance of their activities in the lives of million of people particularly across less developed               

nations, it is very important for top managers to constantly innovate by adapting and improving               

their strategic alignment to the changing environment in order to capture in a short amount of                

time the multiple opportunities the competitors might not perceive. In a world where the              

competition among social enterprises at a regional level seem to be non differentiable from that               

of for profit organization, it is crucial for One Acre Fund to rethink its strategic alignment if they                  

want to continue to be relevant in 30 years.  

 

LIMITATIONS 

At first, I would like to acknowledge the information One Acre Fund publicly shared on               

their website (financial report and performances report) . Without such information, I believe it             
13

would have been extremely difficult to evaluate the organization. However, my primary goal was              

13 "One Acre Fund Reports." N.p., n.d. 
Web.<https://www.oneacrefund.org/results/the-reports>. 
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to capture as many information about the organization as possible. I initially contacted the              

organization using their website contact information; however I did not receive any reply. I then               

used my UWC ( United World College - Educational organization I attended before Bucknell)              

social network connections to see if there are any students working for One Acre Fund I could                 

contact. I was able to find someone, Raisa Mirza, who was working with the organization. I                

reach out to her and she was willing to help me. I sent her the questions (appendix 1 ) and                    

reminded her at time, I received a message from her two weeks later. She explain me that she                  

was unable to answer my question, however she forwarded them to the communication             

department. She highlighted that questions were time intensive and that they might take more              

time for the department to answer them.  

Instead of contacting the organization at the beginning of the research, I wanted to make sure                

that my questions were fully relevant to the trends of One Acre FUnd activities in East Africa                 

from 2006 to 2015. However in doing so, I omitted the fact they were going to necessitate the                  

employee to look back at the reports from the previous years to provide me with the right                 

answer. I haven’t received the answer from the organization. However, I am still hoping to               

receive them in order to adjust my findings. 

In addition, there are many others things that could be improved, such as the study of                

Farm Africa. While trying to analyze the strategy of Farm Africa, I solely focus on performance                

report but not on financial reports. Taking into account both factors would have strengthened the               

comparison between One Acre Fund and Farm Africa. Moreover, the proposition of networks             

analysis as a great ressource for One Acre Fund could have been more detailed. However a                

longitudinal academic study of small farmers personal network in relation to the activities of              

social enterprises in Africa has never been done before, therefore such study might show              

results that I might not expect.  

In general, I believe this organisational research paper could have been better if I was               

able to reach out to One Acre Fund’s employees, small farmers, as well as the the competitors.                 

This shows the importance of empirical research using well founded knowledge through direct             

and indirect observation in truly understanding the mechanism that drives a social enterprise             

and the population it serves.  
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